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Overview

Purpose
To create a web based work flow for collecting Data on California Salamanders.To create a web based work flow for collecting Data on California Salamanders.

Design
The following ESRIThe following ESRI™™ applications were created for this work flow: applications were created for this work flow:

● Collector Application: for data collection: for data collection

● Web Mapping Application: for data collection, editing, viewing, and quality control: for data collection, editing, viewing, and quality control

● Dashboard Application: for data viewing and summary: for data viewing and summary



  

Preparation
Building Blocks for Applications

● Feature Layer (data source- contextual data)

1. Salamander range maps1. Salamander range maps

2. County boundaries2. County boundaries

3. 3. CitiesCities

● Feature Layer (editable- for data collection)

1. Point layer1. Point layer

2. Line layer2. Line layer

3. Polygon layer3. Polygon layer



  

There are some capabilities that are in ArcPro, but not in ArcGIS Online.

Table to Domain ToolTable to Domain Tool

Begin creating and working with layers in ArcPro



  

Using the Table to Domain Tool

● To use the “Table to Domain Tool” I first imported the data from either an excel file or 
CSV file as a table into my project file geodatabase from the catalogue pane.

● I had some large domains some of which were CDFW habitat classifications in the 
form of an excel file. By importing in this manner you can then sort the values and 
then create a large domain without entering everything manually by hand.

● If needed you can later add items to a domain, or create domains within ArcGIS 
Online.



  

Publishing Layer from ArcPro to ArcGIS Online



  

Mistakes Happen

Sometimes after uploading to ArcGIS Online you need to bring the feature layer back 
into ArcPro to modify.

ProcedureProcedure

1. Create a project in ArcPro and then add the data from AGOL to my map in ArcPro.1. Create a project in ArcPro and then add the data from AGOL to my map in ArcPro.

2. Import the layers into the project gdb using the catalogue pane.2. Import the layers into the project gdb using the catalogue pane.

3. Delete the layers from AGOL and make sure the layers imported into the project gdb are                   3. Delete the layers from AGOL and make sure the layers imported into the project gdb are                   
    now added to the map, and if not add them.    now added to the map, and if not add them.

4. Do whatever processing task, editing, etc you needed to do.4. Do whatever processing task, editing, etc you needed to do.

5. SAVE the project5. SAVE the project

6. Publish back to AGOL.6. Publish back to AGOL.



  

Creating A Web Map

Open a feature layer in a map viewer and start adding layers and save when 
all the relevant layers have been added.

Web Map for Collector

• Added the editable feature layer that can collect points, lines, and polygons.Added the editable feature layer that can collect points, lines, and polygons.

Web Map for Web Mapping Application

• Added the editable feature layer that can collect points, lines, and polygons.Added the editable feature layer that can collect points, lines, and polygons.

• Added the feature layer with salamander ranges, county boundaries, and cities.Added the feature layer with salamander ranges, county boundaries, and cities.



  

After adding layers I then began to symbolize the editable layer with unique After adding layers I then began to symbolize the editable layer with unique 
symbolization based on the “Observation Type” or “Feature Type” fields.symbolization based on the “Observation Type” or “Feature Type” fields.



  

For the web map pop-ups I configured them to display relevant data from 
specific fields.

I then created a custom arcade expression that would display the results in I then created a custom arcade expression that would display the results in 
the   pop-up.the   pop-up.



  

The expression tells the user what salamander ranges the observation point 
intersect with. If the species observed is not in the list then a range 

extension may have been discovered. 

The results of the custom expression in the pop-up.The results of the custom expression in the pop-up.



  

Collector Application

The collector application in useThe collector application in use



  

Web Mapping Application
Basic widgets added

1. Print1. Print

2. Selection2. Selection

3. Measurement3. Measurement

Complex widgets added

1. Filter widget1. Filter widget

2. Query widget2. Query widget

3. Smart editor3. Smart editor



  

The filter widget allows you to filter the observations you see by particular The filter widget allows you to filter the observations you see by particular 
field values.field values.



  

The query widget allows you to use queries to create data layers, and you The query widget allows you to use queries to create data layers, and you 
can even chain the results of one query into another.can even chain the results of one query into another.



  

The smart editor widget is very useful because it allows you to restrict what The smart editor widget is very useful because it allows you to restrict what 
can be done to a particular layer and/or field.can be done to a particular layer and/or field.



  

Dashboard Application

The widgets used in the dashboards application are.

1. Indicator1. Indicator

2. Serial charts: bar and pie charts2. Serial charts: bar and pie charts

3. Lists3. Lists

4. Selector4. Selector



  

I filtered the editable point layer with the indicator widget and list by I filtered the editable point layer with the indicator widget and list by 
observation type and date in order to indicate number of safety issue observation type and date in order to indicate number of safety issue 

observations observations 
““This Week”This Week”



  

I used the serial chart widget to indicate with a bar chart how many I used the serial chart widget to indicate with a bar chart how many 
observations “This Week”, and another indicating how many observations observations “This Week”, and another indicating how many observations 

of different salamander genera each month.of different salamander genera each month. 

A pie chart was also created that tracks the proportion of each salamander A pie chart was also created that tracks the proportion of each salamander 
genera out of the total observations.genera out of the total observations.



  

I created a selector widget that allows the user to narrow or filter the I created a selector widget that allows the user to narrow or filter the 
observations by date, observation type, and target species. The selectors also observations by date, observation type, and target species. The selectors also 
target the map and then lists I made for each observation type: In-situ, AOR, target the map and then lists I made for each observation type: In-situ, AOR, 

DOR, and Safety Issues. By having the selectors target the lists and map they DOR, and Safety Issues. By having the selectors target the lists and map they 
act as a filter on what the lists and map shows. act as a filter on what the lists and map shows. 



  

Data Sources

1. "California Cities." 6 May. 2019, City and County Boundary data

2. salamander range maps: bios@wildlife.ca.gov. "BIOS Viewer by CDFW." 6 May. 2019,          
    apps.wildlife.ca.gov/bios.

3. habitat types: "Natural Communities." 10 Dec. 2019,                
    www.wildlife.ca.gov/Data/VegCAMP/Natural-Communities.

https://caltrans.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=026e830c914c495797c969a3e5668538
http://apps.wildlife.ca.gov/bios
http://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Data/VegCAMP/Natural-Communities
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